Dictionary learning has been applied to face recognition and gets good results. However few works applied dictionary learning in facial expression recognition. This paper investigates the application of K-SVD in facial expression recognition. Since K-SVD focuses on reconstruction and lacks discriminant capability. It has similar classification performance with image pixel values. To address this problem, this paper proposes a Combined Dictionary Scheme, which uses combination of separate dictionaries. This yields better performance than the original single dictionary scheme in terms of both recognition rate and computation complexity.
Introduction
Emotion Recognition is an area that witnessed great amount of research efforts. Driven by the prospect that computer can fully understand human emotion and behaving like real people in the future, researchers are trying to find more and better ways to recognize human emotion.
Recognizing facial expressions from facial images is an important part of these efforts. Gabor features have been used in many works because of its insensitivity to face registration and good performance in facial expression recognition. [1] Used fisher discriminant criteria to select a subset of Gabor filters to reduce feature dimension and computation complexity, and then feed the reduced feature to a PCA+FLD classification scheme to recognize facial expressions. Though there are ways to somehow reduce the redundancy of Gabor features, it still suffers from high dimension and large amount of computation required. Further dimension reduction such as PCA is needed before Gabor feature is ready for classification.
One way to overcome this disadvantage is to use sparse representation, instead of Gabor features. Dictionary Learning and Sparse Representation are areas under extensive research in recent years, which have seen promising applications in signal compression, reconstruction, and pattern recognition, especially face recognition. However, few works were reported applying dictionary learning to facial expression recognition.
Given an over-complete dictionary, various sparse representation methods such as OMP (orthogonal matching pursuit) find a sparse signal that can best represent the original one. Though traditional DCT or various wavelets matrix can be used as dictionary, it is reported that better performance will result from learning dictionaries for specific signals to be represented. K-SVD is an iterative algorithm to build a dictionary for sparse representation that yields good reconstruction performance [2] .
However, one drawback of K-SVD is that while doing well in reconstruction, it lacks discrimination capability to separate different classes. To solve this problem, [3] built a dictionary for each class, and use the reconstruction error on different dictionaries to classify a new sample. [4] Proposed a modification that introduces a discriminative part into the original K-SVD objective function, and by solving the new optimization problem, their method get better results in face recognition. These proposed methods all require more computation and are more time consuming than original K-SVD.
In this work, K-SVD is investigated to learn dictionary for facial expressions. Then OMP is applied to find sparse representations for facial images. Simple classification method, nearest neighbor, is used to test performance of K-SVD. To address the problem of lacking discriminant information in the learned dictionary, we propose a new scheme of combined dictionary, which achieves better recognition performance, while needs even less computation, than original single dictionary scheme.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 illustrates the preprocessing of images. Section 3 introduces the K-SVD algorithms and how it can be applied to facial expression recognition. Section 4 discusses the experiment method and shows results of the original single dictionary scheme. The proposed combined dictionary scheme is illustrated in section 5, and the results are given and analyzed. Section 6 draws conclusion and talks about possible future work.
Normalization of Faces
A practical facial expression recognition system requires automatic detection and extraction of human faces. There are many efficient ways to accomplish this task, such as the famous Viola Jones Detector [5] , which has been implemented in the Open CV library.
In this work, in order to focus on feature extraction using dictionary learning, only manually extraction of face is used. The faces then need to be normalized to minimize the difference of lighting conditions. Similar with the method used in [1] and [6] 
Learning Dictionary of Expressions Using K-SVD
The goal of dictionary learning is to find a dictionary that can achieve the best sparse representation of a given signal, which can be modeled as (1). 
sparse representation matrix, with less than T non-zero elements in each column, while
is the dictionary, which has K atoms. K-SVD is an iterative algorithm to learn a dictionary that minimizes the representation error in (1) . Each iteration consists of two steps: sparse coding and dictionary updating [2] .
In the sparse coding step, a sparse representation using the current dictionary is calculated, using methods like OMP, BP, or FOCUSS. The objective of this step is described in (2). 
In the dictionary updating step, for each dictionary atom k , first find the error of current reconstruction without that atom.
where   ,: j X uses MATLAB terminology, which represents the j th row of X. Then select the those columns in the error matrix that corresponding to which original signal use the atom .
Perform SVD (singular value decomposition) on , and use the resulting column of U and V to update and its corresponding non-zero coefficients.
Repeat the two steps until certain error is satisfied or certain number of iteration has finished. Then, use the resulting dictionary D in sparse coding to find the final sparse representation.
In the previous section, normalized face images have been achieved. Arrange the pixel values of each image into a column vector and perform K-SVD on training samples to learn a dictionary. Some of the dictionary atoms are shown in Figure 2 . Note that the dictionary atoms are very similar to the Eigen-faces derived from PCA [7] , so it can be regarded as a method of dimension reduction.
Since each image will have a sparse representation based on the learned dictionary, the sparse representation then can be used for classification or reconstruction. From this point of view, the sparse representation can also be regarded as feature of the input image. 
Experiment Results on Single Dictionary Scheme
The learning of dictionary focuses on minimizing the reconstruction error, and does not require class labels. Thus, a convenient way of constructing the dictionary is to use all the training samples to perform K-SVD. We call this a Single Dictionary Scheme, which is the case in most traditional works performing classification after dictionary learning.
In our work, a simple nearest neighbor classifier is used to test the classification performance of learned dictionary. For each class, the mean is calculated from the sparse representation of training samples. A test sample is assigned to the class, whose mean is closest to the sample, in terms of Euclidian distance.
The test is performed on JAFFE (Japanese Female Facial Expression) database. It consists of 10 persons with 7 different expressions and has been widely used to test various methods of facial expression recognition.
In order to find an optimal parameter set, we change the number of atoms and sparsely constraints, and test on randomly selected images. Figure 3 shows the results of recognition rate and time of learning dictionaries. As the figure shows, an increase in the number non-zero coefficients will increase the recognition rate to some certain level, and then the recognition rate stays insensitive to the sparsity constraint. Besides, Figure 3(b) indicates the time consumption is mainly determined by the sparsely constraint, with an exponential relation. Size of the dictionary, which is the number of atoms, have a very small impact on the recognition rate. Overall, the best result comes when there are 70 atoms in the dictionary and 20 non-zero coefficients. Following experiments will use this parameter set.
The recognition rates of the Single Dictionary Scheme are listed in Table 1 . Two test methods [8] are used here: Cross validation randomly chose one image per person per class as test samples, while the rest as training samples, repeat the training and testing 10 times to acquire a mean recognition rate; Leave-one-out method use one image as test sample and all the rest images as training samples, repeat this procedure to test all the images in the database and find the mean recognition rate.
Combined Dictionary Scheme
Results from Table 1 show that sparse representations from the learned dictionary get similar recognition rate with original pixel values. This again indicates that K-SVD leads to good representation, but can barely increase the discriminant capability. Though there are ways to include a discriminant factor into the objective function solve the new optimization problem and thus improve the classification performance, they are often more time consuming to make additional computation. One easier approach is to keep the dictionary learning process unchanged, and finds better ways to reconstruct the dictionary using class information. As a simple way of reconstructing dictionary, the proposed Combined Dictionary Scheme combine multiple dictionaries into one. More specifically, learn dictionary from the training samples of each single class, and combine these dictionaries into a C times larger diction-ary, as shown in Figure 4 , where C is the number of classes.
Therefore, in order to keep the same dictionary size and sparsity constraint with Single Dictionary Scheme, the dictionaries need to be learned can have C times smaller size and sparsity constraint. It has been discussed from Figure 3 that the sparsity constraint (number of non-zero coefficients) mainly determines the computation complexity in an exponential way. It can be expected that the Combined Dictionary Scheme will dramatically reduces the time of learning dictionaries. As in the previous section, dictionary size of 70 and sparsity constraint 20 are used, here for each of the 7 dictionaries, the sizes are set to 10 and sparsity constraints are set to 3.
Once again, nearest neighbor is used to test performance. Table 2 and Table 3 compare the recognition rate and time of computation with Single Dictionary Scheme and an-other Gabor based algorithm in literature. As shown in Table 2 and Table 3 , the proposed Combined Dictionary Scheme achieves better results than the original Single Dictionary scheme. The recognition rate is increased by 7 and 20 percentage, respectively in the two test methods, while reducing the computation complexity by approximately 3 times. Though the recognition performance of dictionary learning is not as good as Gabor+PCA+FLD [1] , the average time of testing one image is more than 100 times less. We should also note that the recognition rate here is based on nearest neighbor, it could be expected that the performance would be better if more powerful classification algorithms are used. If the same nearest neighbor classifier is applied to Gabor feature, the recognition rate is worse than that of dictionary learning. This indicates that dictionary learning and sparse representation might get more promising results in the future.
Conclusions
This paper investigates the application of K-SVD dictionary learning in facial expression recognition. The sparse representation of a facial image is regarded mainly as a way of extracting features and at the same time with low dimensions Sparse representation based on learned dictionary directly from all training samples (Single Dictionary Scheme) yields similar recognition performance with original image pixel values. This demonstrates that K-SVD focuses on minimizing reconstruction error, and does not provide good discriminate capability.
In order to improve the classification performance, a Combined Dictionary Scheme is proposed, so that the class information can contribute to the dictionary construction. First learn a separate dictionary for each class using the corresponding samples in the training set. Then combine them into a larger dictionary for the final training and classification. The proposed method gets better classification performance than the traditional Single Dictionary Scheme, in terms of both recognition rate and computation complexity.
Though the current recognition rate is not as good as classification systems using other features, it might be due to the simple nearest neighbor classifier used for testing. Also dictionary learning needs much less time to compute than Gabor features. Since currently there are few works applying dictionary learning to facial expression recognition, the performance would be further improved in the future, if more powerful classification algorithms are used.
